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STOCHASTIC DYNAMICS OF THE LASER FIELD ROTATIONAL 
EXCITATION FOR MOLECULES

A
laser pulse to reach the maximal effectiveness of laser action in process of selective molecule 
excitation and ionization is used in calculation the parameters of the optimal excitation for 
molecule.
rotational energy and wave length of laser radiation

At present time it is of a great important de-
velopment of an effective advanced multi-level 

optimal form of laser pulse to reach the maximal 
effectiveness of laser action in process of selec-
tive molecule excitation and ionization. The pur-
pose is to calculate the parameters of the optimal 
excitation for molecule [1-10]. This topic repre-

for many physical, chemical branches such as an 
atomic, molecular physics, quantum electronics, 
physics of elements, devices, sensor technolo-
gies, plasmochenistry  laser photochemistry and 
biology.  One could remind about physical basis 
for creation and construction of special devices 
for sensing physical, chemical properties of the 
molecular systems and at last their application in 
the nano-electronics, nano-atomic optics, quan-
tum computing, molecular sensors technologies 
etc.

As it was indicated in Refs. [1-10], a great per-
spectives has the studied  topic for many prob-
lems of laser photochemistry.  Letokhov et al 
[2,3] experimentally studied  possibility of clean-
ing the substance in a gas phase by means of the  
photoionization or photo dissociation of admix-

of cleaning  from admixtures C H4  and 

4.From theoretical and experimental points of 
view, it is very important theoretical and experi-
mental studying optimal realizations of processes 
of the multi-step and multi photon excitation and 
ionization, dissociation. Though many of cited 
processes are quite satisfactorily described (at 

A majority of tasks for action of laser radiation 
and high intensive particles beams on molecular 
gases are quite acceptably described by multi- 
level stochastic models, which result in systems 
of differential equations or differential equation 
in partial  derivatives  of the Focker-Plank type 
[3,7,8,14]. Nowdays a consistent theory of the 
optimal realizations of these processes is absent. 
In refs. [12-15] a new multi-level optimized model 

to reach the maximal effectiveness of laser action 
in process of selective excitation and ionization of 
molecules has been proposed. Further within the 
optimal governing theory a problem of optimiza-
tion for electron, vibtational and rotational excita-
tion, photo ionization and dissociation in a laser 

As example, the parameters 
of the optimal excitation and ionization for mol-
ecules HCl, CF3 SiH4 etc. have been  deter-
mined. Here we consider a generalized  advanced 
stochastic
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of laser pulse to reach the maximal effectiveness 
of laser action in process of selective molecule 
excitation and ionization, which generalizes earlier 
formulated approaches [13-15]. 

As usually, we start from the stochastic differ-
ential equation of the Focker-Plank type:

where  is a density of molecules at a chosen vi-
is a laser 

are operators, which 
describe the RT relaxation and laser radiation ac-
tion and have the standard form: 

At initial moment of time there is some initial 
distribution and for t>0 system is excited 

resonant to rotational transition .

as governing parameter. To estimate an effective-
ness of action one must study a quality functional, 
which characterises a distribution of molecules on 
rotational energies to moment t :

where  is some function, which corresponds 

Further we are dealing with real form of the 
laser pulse. In refs. [12-15] we deal with a  multi-

form of laser pulse. In fact it has been used the 

the pulse in the Gaussian form. Further we used 
the standard procedure of the governing theory 

optimal laser pulse form to achieve a  maximal la-
ser action effectiveness is written as follows [15]: 

Following to Ref.[14,15], we use the necessary 

condition of optimality, i.e. if ( *
2

*
1 , xx

),(),,(* txtxf
are corresponding solutions, then we have the fol-
lowing condition for any from interval [0, ]:        

-
terval of energies [x1 ,x2] (in units of 

and wave length of laser radiation, which is 
corresponding to rotation transition , is de-
termined by the functional: 

Using the numerical methodics [14,15] we 
have carried out testing of the advanced model for 
molecules -

[13,25] (in units of and wave length 
of laser radiation, which is corresponding to rota-
tion transition -
tion, which corresponds to required form of the 

at chosen vibration level, which has a rotational 
energy  at moment of time t ],0[ Rx
obtained data are qualitatively similar to results of 
ref. [14,15] for molecule . The quanti-

constants set. Probably, this difference should be 
in more details analyzed with accounting for the 
possible photon-correlation stochastic effects. 

Fig. 1. Dependence of the functional I(x1, x2)
upon  x1
t1=2tR (1), t1=4tR  (2), t1=6tR (3) for molecule HBr 
(see text).
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STOCHASTIC DYNAMICS OF THE LASER FIELD ROTATIONAL EXCITATION FOR 
MOLECULES

Abstract.  An advanced 
of laser pulse to reach the maximal effectiveness of laser action in process of selective molecule exci-
tation and ionization is used in calculation the parameters of the optimal excitation for molecule. It is 

wave length of laser radiation. 
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